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New Products - What’s the Story?
The number of items stocked in an average multiple retail

At the same time, we are seeing a significant reduction in

outlet selling groceries, personal care, household and

the numbers of branded new products being launched.

health products has been falling since mid 2014. Over

This has probably been caused by suppliers reducing

the period of our study, January 2013 to December 2015,

innovation budgets which will have suffered over time

this has resulted in 1,000 fewer packaged grocery items

as trade promotion costs have escalated and remain

appearing on grocer’s shelves, a drop of 6.3%. This trend

as high as ever, as well as margins being squeezed by

is still continuing now and has fallen a further 4% into

the continuing reduction in prices, down by almost 4%

June 2016, with the steepest decline coming from Tesco.

since the latest round of price wars started in April 2014,

However, all other major grocery retailers are reducing

reducing sales of packaged groceries by around £3bn p.a.

range as well, with the exception of Morrison’s, where their
equally dramatic range rationalisation program began to

Across packaged groceries, there were 13% less new

level out from the beginning of 2015.

branded items launched in 2015 than in 2013, the
reduction was steeper amongst food categories than

So, as retailers reduce their range, does this make it harder

amongst non-food categories. The number of private label

for suppliers to get the listings that they need, in order to

items launched fell twice as quickly, by 26%.

achieve new product sales targets? It would seem so.

Items per store has been changing in Packaged Grocery. Having
continued to increase in Tesco and Asda until the end of 2014, range has
been falling in all major retailers. From its peak, Tesco range is down by
16%.
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Sales Rate Index (SRI) is a critical measure
In order to measure sales performance, each new product

maximising that potential by gaining as much distribution

has been compared with its competitive set to give a

as possible. In this study, taking all of the new products into

number known as the Sales Rate Index (SRI). SRI measures

2 groups based on their maximum achieved distribution,

the relative performance of each item in the new product’s

the highest distributed products had the same level of

range against the average item in the category or sector

‘success’ based on SRI as the worst distributed products

based on sales per point of distribution. This means that

but their sales were 3.5 times higher. This meant that

we can see whether a new product is achieving better or

approximately 1 in 6 new products found the right formula

worse sales than its competition in the stores where it is

to attract shoppers to their offer but failed to get that

available , then, as its availability increases, so will its sales.

message out across the trade to maximise their sales.

a higher SRI than the average product that it is being
compared to. Analysis tells us that to achieve this, an SRI
of 80 or more is required, most products in a store will
undersell the overall average as it includes the very high
sales achieved by a small number of best-selling items.
A new product with a low SRI will soon be spotted as a
poor seller and will be delisted accordingly. As it grows
in distribution it gains sales incrementally but at a slow
rate and then when maximum distribution is achieved,
it usually declines in sales from that point. Conversely,
a new product with a high SRI is reacting well to mediaspend and trade promotions. It gains sales quickly as
distribution increases. It is not then subject to delist and
maintains distribution as well as having the opportunity to
then talk about the success it is having to achieve further
listings, increasing distribution and multiplying sales in
the process. It may sound obvious but initial success is all
about launching a new product that shoppers want to buy,
which is demonstrated by SRI, then it’s all about

‘
‘

‘
‘

‘Success’, has been defined as the new product having

SRI MEASURES THE RELATIVE

PERFORMANCE OF EACH ITEM

IN THE NEW PRODUCT’S RANGE
AGAINST THE AVERAGE ITEM IN
THE CATEGORY OR SECTOR

A NEW PRODUCT WITH A LOW

SRI WILL SOON BE SPOTTED AS
A POOR SELLER AND WILL BE
DELISTED ACCORDINGLY
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SRI is a critical measure
New products that have a good Sales Rate Index

products as they gain distribution but as soon as that levels

demonstrate it from very early on in their lives. This chart

out, then sales will fall. There may be a good reason why

shows how SRI develops over time for those with high vs.

the SRI is low. The price could be too high, the advertising

low SRI. The best start high, usually attaining a peak of over

or promotions may not be working, the position in store

200 (so selling around 2.5 times faster than average). This

could be wrong or the pack may not be communicating

tends to fall over time as trial diminishes and probably

the product benefits. If such a reason cannot be found

media support is reduced but ultimately they sell at

then it may just be that the product is wrong and if it can’t

something close to double the average for products in

be changed, then an appropriate plan to withdraw the

their category. At the other end of the scale, products that

product may need to be found.

start with a low SRI, stay low and tend to get lower from the
day they are launched. Overall sales will increase for these

New products that start with a Sales Rate Index above average remain
high, low starters don’t improve.
SRI DEVELOPS OVER TIME
FOR THOSE WITH HIGH VS. LOW SRI
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VALUE SALES RATE INDEX : Sales per item per 1% CWD vs. category/sector average
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AT THE OTHER END OF THE SCALE,
PRODUCTS THAT START WITH A
LOW SRI, STAY LOW AND TEND TO
GET LOWER FROM THE DAY THEY
ARE LAUNCHED

VALUE SALES RATE INDEX FOR HIGH
DISTRIBUTION GROUPS
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How has life changed for new products?
Distribution:
As discussed, whilst SRI is the engine, distribution is the

success, as measured by SRI, is no higher than the average

fuel. A top-selling new product needs both but if fuel is in

new product. They have the muscle to gain early listings

limited supply, even with a top-class engine, the distance

but often the product does not perform and ends up

covered will be limited. The average maximum distribution

taking space that another new product, with superior SRI,

achieved by new products in multiple retailers in our 2016

could exploit far better. It seems that as retailers have

study was 44%, this was 5 points lower than when we

been concentrating on reducing range it has become

measured this in 2010/11, when it was 49%. It was 3 points

more difficult to grow distribution for new products. Less

lower for food products and 9 points lower for non-food

than 1 in 7 new products ever reached 75% distribution in

products. It has often been said that to be successful with

2013/15, in 2010/11 this was 1 in 5.

NPD one should aim for 75% distribution within 12 weeks.
In fact, only 1 in 20 new launches achieves this target in
multiple retailers (only 1 in 30 across all outlets) and their

2016 STUDY

Achieving a very high level of distribution as a new product is relatively
rare. The mid-point, with 50% above and 50% below, is just 36%.

44%
PROPORTION OF NEW PRODUCTS BY MAXIMUM DISTRIBUTION IN
MULTIPLES

THE AVERAGE MAXIMUM
DISTRIBUTION ACHIEVED
BY NEW PRODUCTS IN
IN MULTIPLE RETAILERS

2010/11 STUDY
49%

5 POINTS HIGHER

24.7
17.5

13.0

less than 15%

15% to 30%

30% to 45%

15.0

45% to 60%

14.4

60% to 75%

15.3

IT HAS OFTEN BEEN
SAID THAT TO BE
SUCCESSFUL WITH
NPD ONE SHOULD
AIM FOR

over 75%

New products launched from January 2013 to June 2015
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ONLY 15% OF NEW LAUNCHES EVER ACHIEVE
GREATER THAN 75% CWD

3

75%

DISTRIBUTION

WITHIN

12 WEEKS

1 IN 20

ACHIEVE
THIS
TARGET
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How has life changed for new products?
Success:
The average Sales Rate Index for all products in the

harder to break through than non-food products do. The

2013/15 study was 69, which means that, on average, new

overall level of success for food products was 22% but for

packaged grocery products fail the test of selling at least as

non-food it was almost double at 39%. Health and Personal

well as their competition that is already on the shelves next

Care lead the way, both are above 40%, whilst the largest

to them (that is, to have an SRI of 80 or more). In 2010/11 it

sector by value and with almost half of all new products in

was the same, 69. However, a far better way of expressing

the study, food & drink, struggles with just 20% reaching

this is to see how many actually pass the test and how

an acceptable level of SRI. The reason for this is partly to

many fail. In the latest study, 29% passed that test, with

do with the huge range of extension possibilities open to

71% failing, again this was precisely the same in 2010/11.

non-food, through additional scientific benefits that can

However, a deeper look into the data shows us that success

be added to Personal Care or Household items. Whether,

is not always maintained. Promotion levels and deal depth

in reality, these are actually efficacious or not they appeal

hardly change over the first year or two of a new product’s

to one’s imagination and therefore stimulate trial. But it is

life but as increased competition arrives and media

also due to ‘risk’. Very often any risk associated with buying

support most probably diminishes, average success rates

a new non-food is a personal one, as opposed to a food

falter from year one of a new product’s life at 30%, into year

that the main shopper could be buying for the family,

three at just 22%. New food products find it far

increasing the risk factor.

Distribution adds to value sales but doesn’t mean that a new product is
popular with shoppers. 29% of new products sold better than most of
their competition.

22%

THE OVERALL LEVEL OF
SUCCESS FOR FOOD
PRODUCTS

39%

ALMOST DOUBLE
FOR NON FOOD
PRODUCTS

PROPORTION OF NEW PRODUCTS BY AVERAGE SALES RATE INDEX
OVER LAUNCH TO DATE

Success means selling better
than most of your competition

24.6

22.8
15.3

8.3
Under 20
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10.0
80 to 100

6.5

6.5

100 to 120 120 to 160

HEALTH AND
PERSONAL CARE
LEAD THE WAY

6.1

ABOVE
40%

Over 160

New products launched from January 2013 to June 2015

ONLY 6% OF NEW LAUNCHES SELL TWICE AS FAST
AS WHAT’S THERE ALREADY
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FOOD AND
DRINK STRUGGLES
WITH
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How has life changed for new products?
Contribution and Price/Promotion:
The ultimate combination of the number of launches, their

value when compared with existing lines. On average, new

distribution and their success is the value contribution of

products in 2013/15 were being launched and bought, at

new products to the category. By counting only the first

prices 53% above the category/sector average. In 2010/11

year’s sales as being ‘new’ we can see what proportion

this was at 41%, so new products have become more

of the market is being generated by new products. In

premium. The sector where new product price premium is

2011 this was 3.4%, in 2014/15 this was 2.1%. For food it

the highest is Health at 74% and the least is Confectionery

has dropped from 2.9% to 1.7% and for non-food it has

at just 38%. Maybe suppliers feel that there is a bigger

dropped from 4.9% to 3.2%. The biggest change was

value gap to fill these days but also we have seen that new

in Personal Care falling from 7.7% value contribution to

products have had less promotion support than they used

3.1%. With the number of launches and their distribution

to have. Suppliers have been trying to keep promotion

down, new products are contributing less, which is not

levels down so that the jump to full price is not such of a

a good thing. New products are regularly referred to as

shock. The average level of promotion support for new

the ‘lifeblood of the industry’. Why is that? Not only do

products, as measured by the % volume sold on deal, was

new products create additional interest in the category,

59% across their first half year in 2010/11, in 2013/15 it

a reason to advertise or promote (although one hardly

had reduced to 49%. So, new products have gone from

needs a reason to promote these days) but from a very

being supported with more trade promotion than existing

commercial point of view they bring additional value

products to less than existing products.

contribution at higher prices. It seems to have become
the norm, as trade promotion giveaway has increased

Deal depth for new products in the latest study was on

and price wars have raged, a supplier’s average portfolio

average 23%, in their first half year, compared with all

‘price’, reduces almost every month. What can replace this?

products (which has been increasing quickly recently)

New products at premium prices….

across 2013/15 at 26.5%. In 2010/11 deal depth for all
products was at 25%, with new products at 24%. So, a bit

By joining the down escalator of price towards the top,

of a change here, new products are still being reduced

rather than in the middle or at the bottom, new products,

in price whilst on promotion by less than the prevailing

if successful, can bring a supplier’s portfolio price up

average but by slightly less than they were, which is against

again, or at least hold it steady for a while. Their premium

the way that the market is going.

positioning means that they make a super-contribution to
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How has life changed for new products?
Delisting:
New products with the lowest Sales Rate Index are at

average 32 weeks. 20% of all new products in the market

the greatest risk of being delisted. Amongst the better

for more than one year were delisted in the following 18

distributed products we can see that those with an SRI

months, and their average life was 85 weeks. To some

of less than 40 (so less than half of the minimum success

extent it’s surprising that it takes this long. With extra

criteria) are starting to be delisted after 36 weeks of

attention being paid by the retailers to sales rate and

trading. A year after that they have dropped by one quarter

shelf-space optimisation, this rate of decline for failing NPD

and another quarter is lost the following year. 10% of all

could hasten dramatically.

new products were delisted within the first year, lasting on

If a new product is not selling well (low Sales Rate Index) then it tends to
lose distribution after about 9 months.
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60.0

50.0

OF ALL NEW PRODUCTS
WERE DELISTED WITHIN
THE FIRST YEAR

40.0

LASTING ON
AVERAGE

30.0

20.0

SALES RATE 50% OR MORE ABOVE
AVERAGE

10.0

SALES RATE LESS THAN 50% OF
AVERAGE

0.0

4
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WEEKS FROM LAUNCH : Average new product trend over first 2.5 years
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32 WEEKS
OF ALL NEW PRODUCTS
IN THE MARKET FOR
MORE THAN ONE YEAR
WERE DELISTED IN THE
FOLLOWING 18 MONTHS

2

ONLY 15% OF NEW LAUNCHES EVER ACHIEVE
GREATER THAN 75% CWD

THEIR AVERAGE
LIFE WAS

85 WEEKS
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Conclusion
As retailers aim to reduce ranges, new products are finding

contributing to their price premium having increased.

it harder to gain listings. At the same time, suppliers

Delistings are likely to be happening more often and

are producing less new products, presumably due to

more rapidly under the scenario of more frequent range

budgetary pressure, which may have been brought about

management by retailers. All of this culminates in the

by squeezed margins as market prices reduce. Once

contribution from NPD reducing, which is of serious

launched, new products are not being supported by trade

concern as it is generally recognised that they are the

promotions as much as they used to be, which is

lifeblood of the industry.

What can you do?
More than ever it is important to only spend the NPD

distribution adds to sales. Measure the sales of your new

budget on really good ideas. Having a good idea of what

products against sensible benchmarks and use these

level of sales and distribution will create success, with the

measurements for warnings, either of extra capacity

right product, helps to manage expectations, mitigate

required or to mitigate losses.

failure and improve product management. Maybe testpricing should continue to be the order of the day for NPD
but with very sound and evident reasons for the higher
price and very clear messaging of the product benefits.
Keeping introductory offers below average is probably still
a good idea, as it decreases the price shock when they are
removed, encouraging more repeat buyers to continue
purchasing. Although expensive, sampling has proved to
be a very successful tactic in the past and might help to get
NPD over the initial success hurdle. Using well-constructed
arguments based on factual data to grow distribution and
to retain listings is paramount. Every extra % point of

‘

‘

marketing will re-appear as standard practice? Premium

USING WELL-CONSTRUCTED
ARGUMENTS BASED ON
FACTUAL DATA TO GROW
DISTRIBUTION AND TO RETAIN
LISTINGS IS PARAMOUNT
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What is included in the study
The IRI new product study for 2016 excludes the slowest
selling new products, those that never achieve at least 5%
category weighted distribution, or sell less, on average,
than £10k per 4 weeks. New products can be entirely new
brands, range extensions and new sub-brands. New sizes
are not new products but new formats and new scents or
flavours could be, but not exclusively. Essentially, 3378 new
products, launched between January 2013 and June 2015,
provide us with information about how well they have been
distributed, promoted and priced, as well as how they
performed against their competition based on value sales,
where possible, these have been compared with a similar
study conducted on new products launched in 2010/11.
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For further information
Contact your IRI Consultant or send an email uk.marketing@IRIworldwide.com
About IRI: IRI is a leading provider of big data, predictive analytics and forward-looking insights that help FMCG, OTC health care,
retailers and media companies to grow their businesses. With the largest repository of purchase, media, social, causal and loyalty
data, all integrated on an on-demand cloud-based technology platform, IRI helps to guide its more than 5,000 clients around the
world in their quests to remain relentlessly relevant, capture market share, connect with consumers and deliver market-leading
growth. A confluence of major external events—a revolution in consumer buying, big data coming into its own, advanced analytics and
automated consumer activation—is leading to a seismic shift in drivers of success in all industries. Ensure your business can leverage
data at www.IRIworldwide.com. Follow IRI on Twitter: @IRI_INTL
IRI UK, 1 Arlington Square, Downshire Way, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1WA, Tel +44 (0) 1344 746000
Copyright © 2016 IRI. All rights reserved. IRI, the IRI logo and the names of IRI products and services referenced herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks of IRI.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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